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WARRANTY

WARRanty

Fade & stain resistant with
25-Year Limited Warranty

Rice husk formula means no
rotting or molding

Never paint, stain or seal

Eco friendly product made
with 95% recycled materials

More durable than other
composite boards*

Reversible boards with
capping on all four sides

Heat blocking technology
keeps deck cooler

Built to stand
the test of time.

High quality, low maintenance
decking simplified.
To masterfully finish your deck, we provide a
complete line of accessories to trim and complete
any type of installation and design.

12’ Fascia Board
Complementary fascia
boards in matching colors
are 5/8” x 7 1/2” x 12′.

Color Matched Starborn
Pro Plug® System

What deck dreams
are made of.

Slide & Go®
Fastening Clips
Hazelwood

You want the best, and we deliver the best.
TruNorth® is the only company that offers wood
and wood filler-free capped rice hull composite
decking. Our rice hull fiber composite is made
from a rice hull fiber composite that is proven

• No visible screws
• Single boards can be removed, flipped and adjusted
• Reinforced plastic that never rusts
• Made to exactly fit our boards (not a universal clip that’s just “okay”)

to resist water penetration, which means your
beautiful deck will not mold, rot, or swell.
Since we encapsulate both sides, you have the
comfort of knowing you can flip the boards over
in the future if you damage them.

TruNorth in Tigerwood
and Tropical Walnut

Fascia installation
is easy. Just pre-drill with
the fascia tool and then drive
the fascia screw, leaving space for
expansion and contraction.

Our goal is to keep your outdoor escape
looking great while being enjoyed by the whole
family. Our proprietary capping helps keep
your family safe from slips and slivers, prevents
spilled liquids from leaving a permanent stain,
reduces heat retention and minimizes fading
from harsh weather.

Experience life from
a TruNorth deck.

TruNorth Rice Hull
Composite Decking
TRUNORTHDECKING.COM

Twelve beautiful
shades to choose from.
All TruNorth® composite deck boards are
available in six bold and modern solid colors
as well as six variegated hues. A full suite of
complementary square edge and fascia boards
in matching colors are also available.
SOLID COLORS

Mocha

Caramel

Bordeaux

Stone Grey

Brulee

Sand

VARIEGATED COLORS

Accuspan

Enviroboard

With design and simple
installation in mind,
building your dream deck
has never been easier.
TruNorth® Accuspan
composite deck boards
feature a dual-embossed
grain and come in both
grooved and square edge
to provide complete
flexibility in your design.

If you’re looking for a
fresh new deck and also
looking to stick to a strict
budget, Enviroboard
decking is your best
option. With
the same superior
quality, durability and
wood grain features,
TruNorth® Enviroboard
is our most economical
selection available.

Bordeaux

Tigerwood

The grooved edge Accuspan deck boards are
compatible with hidden Slide & Go® fasteners for
main deck surfaces. The square edge Accuspan
deck boards are perfect for using on trim, stair
treads, feature boards, and picture framing
patterns. They are also the decking you want for
direct fastening on main surfaces.
Both decking profiles are certified to meet
Canadian, International and USA building codes
and feature our best 25-year warranty for stain
and fade so that your deck stays beautiful longer.

Stone Grey

Amazon Grey

Featuring a lighter weight profile
than Accuspan, Enviroboard uses less
material without giving you less quality.
Just because this is our most affordable option
doesn’t mean you sacrifice on value. In fact, we
use the exact same formula and capping as our
Accuspan decking, and TruNorth Enviroboard is
backed by the same 25-year stain & fade warranty.
And like our Accuspan line, TruNorth Enviroboard
grooved decking meets International & USA
building codes and is compatible with TruNorth
Slide & Go® hidden fasteners for quick installation.

TruNorth in Hazelwood
Ash Grey

Tigerwood

Tropical Walnut

TruNorth in Tigerwood
and Tropical Walnut
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*Actual colors may vary slightly.

Amazon Grey
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Outdoor living
made easy

